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Did you know that this is also the actor's debut of director Pankaj Kapoor? At least, Babbar is the name, and most of Kapoor's movies were done as
Babbar, and some as Pankaj. We can see Pankaj the director in the scenes with Babbar. In fact, he deserves praise, and I give him 10/10 in helping
give some good laughs to the audience in MUBARAKAN. We can see some life and blood in the comedies. You have to give it to the director, as
some entertaining comedies have come from his hands. Mubarakan Movie Download Filmyhit Pagalworld Pagalmovies Filmymeet Jiorockers Okjatt
Telegram Link RDXHD Okpunjabi Filmywap Foumovies Mp4moviez, Filmygod, Filmyzilla Tamilrockers 360p 123mkv, 720p, 480p, 1080p,
Vegamovies, Tamilblaster, Tamil isaidub Mubarakan is unlikely to be a blockbuster but Anil Kapoor has been waiting many years to tap into a
potential audience inside this successful franchise. Mubarakan not only has a heroic, action-oriented Anil in the lead role but also a delectable
sidekick in the form of a comical dimwitted ape called Donkey. Donkey has a lot in common with Anil—he shares the elder statesman act with
Robert De Niro in the Bruce Willis role—and the two clearly have the kind of rapport that goes way back. If the family scene at the end of the first
film is anything to go by, maybe it was the working overtime that finally got through to them. Mubarakan has a chance to exceed all expectations,
though, because it fits into an auspicious moment in Bollywood. Following the success of Zero and Kapoor, there has been a flood of nostalgia and
celebration of the 80s in Hindi cinema with retro-themed movies, re-mastered and re-mastered of classic films. What the industry needs now is a
return to quality, rather than eye-rolling kitsch. Shaan has the bones of a great comedy, while Bunty is a film of formidable craftsmanship, and while
Mubarakan takes some of its cues from those two films, it is also a new kind of comedy that makes it more than that.
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